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A.C. Ryan Meshx
FanGuard 92mm - Silver

Special Price

$1.95 was

$2.99

Product Images

Short Description

Meshx FanGuard is perfect for a neutral mesh look. Also great for use behind design fan guards that has lots
of space. Some design fan guards look great but do not provide "fan guard" function as their design leaves
too much space - simply install the Meshx FanGuard just before the design.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

Cool mesh look.

Meshx FanGuard is perfect for a neutral mesh look. Also great for use behind design fan guards that has lots
of space. Some design fan guards look great but do not provide "fan guard" function as their dsign leaves too
much space - simply install the Meshx FanGuard just before the design. The Meshx FanGuard provides the
function and does not intrude into the look / design of the the design fan guard.

Meshx brings to modding the all-time favorite meshed look. Seen those mesh bumper grills in the cool body
kits of fast and furious street racers? Seen the Mac G5 or Lian Li's new casing styles? Make a full frontplate
with it, or a small thin strip for highlighting. How about dressing up the radiator?

0.8mm thickness ensures that they remain strong, durable and do not break easily. Stainless steel is free
from rust so they can be used with watercooling constructions too. Add a layer of color coat with for vibrant
color quality finishing.

Available in MeshxPanel for free-form modding or as Meshx Fanguards.

Meshx is one of the many "mod supplies" products that AC Ryan introduces with the aim of making modding
material more easily available. We hope to to be surprised by your creations.

AC Ryan says: "Mod supplies lets you mod the mod you want, the way you want it."

Additional Information

Brand AC Ryan

SKU ACR-FG0717-D

Weight 0.2000

Color Silver

Fan Accessory Type Filter

Fan Dimensions 92mm

Material Steel

Shape Round

Mesh Type Steel Mesh

Special Price $1.95
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